
Freak Music is proud to present the "Mellow" - brand new collection of gorgeous melody loops, 
pads, basses, matching drums and drum loops plus perfectly selected lead, pad and bass one 
shots. Mix together every section, cause all of these are clearly named, tempo and key labeled. In 
fact, there are 15 full melody constructions that are perfect as a songstarter for your next 
commercial or uncommercial production. You are getting absolutely all melodic content 
corresponding to MIDI Files, so you have an unlimited possibilities to change the tempo, velocity 
or key, so combination with synth hits included is giving you maximum flexibility. It's awesome.

We have also included background textures and a Reveal Sound's Spire soundbank to complete your
whole composition and professionally do the prospect to the back-end producer. Textures included 
are bells, cinematic pad sounds, mesmerizing vocals, soundscapes, noises and a lot of more chilled 
content. The Spire soundbank included is targeting on the main genre, so you are getting the sounds 
fitting your whole production. Crafted with maximum precision, so everything included will fill 
your next track and help you produce the next top one.

In addition to that, you will find "Liquid Claps 2" product here as a bonus - percussive sounds 
paired with water drops, ice cracks, glass breaks, crushes, key drops, coin throws and more. You 
will find classic one-shots, pre shifted samples, multi-sound claps and much, much more content. 
Perfect for absolutely every genre, including chillstep, chillout, future bass, dubstep, electro, house, 
EDM and trap. Multi genre at its finest.

Finally, an Ableton Live 10 template together with Spire synthesizer will absolutely fill the whole 
collection. This full length template contain great groove, and it this is the best choice for if you like
chilled style with midi progressions and intelligent, inspiring, hopeful melodies. The full project 
will show you how to put together, arrange and mix the track, use chord progressions and how to 
mix the drums. All sections are color-coded and named correctly so you know exactly what you are 
looking at. Even if you’re not an user of Ableton Live, we have exported MIDI Files, Loops and 
Spire presets to give you the maximum posibilities on this template. Even if you’re not an user of 
Ableton Live, we exported all of the MIDI files, Loops and Spire presets to give you the maximum 
possibilities on this template.

Everything included is 100% Royalty-Free, so once purchased, you can use them in your 
commercial releases without having to pay any hidden costs. Make an awesome music! 

Product features:
• 45 Music Loops (Lead/Pad/Bass)
• 45 Corresponding MIDI Files
• 30 Lead Hits
• 30 Pad Hits
• 30 Bass Hits
• 40 Drum Loops
• 72 Percussive Claps
• 30 Spire Presets
• 26 Background Textures
• 1 Ableton Live 10 template
• 1 Mixdown Demo Exported
• 28 Loops Exported
• 14 MIDI Files Exported
• 7 Spire Presets Exported
• 400 Files in total
• 1.03 GB of unzipped content


